Obesity and related disorders are thought to have their roots in metabolic "thriftiness" that evolved to combat periodic starvation. The association of low birth weight with obesity in later life caused a shift in the concept from thrifty gene to thrifty phenotype or anticipatory fetal programming. The assumption of thriftiness is implicit in obesity research. We examine here, with the help of a mathematical model, the conditions for evolution of thrifty genes or fetal programming for thriftiness. The model suggests that a thrifty gene cannot exist in a stable polymorphic state in a population. The conditions for evolution of thrifty fetal programming are restricted if the correlation between intrauterine and lifetime conditions is poor. Such a correlation is not observed in natural courses of famine. If there is fetal programming for thriftiness, it could have evolved in anticipation of social factors affecting nutrition that can result in a positive correlation.
Introduction
Obesity and related disorders are on the rise throughout the globe at an alarming rate, the causes of which are not yet completely understood. On the one hand, individuals differ substantially in their tendency to accumulate fat, and there are strong familial tendencies suggesting that genetic predisposition may play a major role. On the other hand, it is obvious that no alleles can increase in frequency in a population with a rate matching the rate of spread of the obesity epidemic, indicating that genetics alone does not explain the rise in obesity. The most common perception, therefore, is that of a interplay between genes and environment. According to the current paradigm, a gene or a set of genes predisposing to obesity presumably evolved owing to a selective advantage in ancestral "feast and famine" environment and remained in polymorphic state in the population which is turning pathological in the modern urban environment selectively affecting individuals with the gene(s).
This line of thinking was first stated explicitly by Neel [1] who suggested that a "thrifty" gene helped storage of fat under conditions of better availability of nutrients and allowed reutilization under starvation. The thrifty gene was under positive selection pressure in ancestral life when seasonal and climatic conditions resulted into fluctuating food availability. This concept soon became almost an axiom, although no such "thrifty" gene or set of genes have been convincingly demonstrated. Later, the observation that individuals born small for gestational age had a greater probability to become obese and type 2 diabetic in later life led to the concept of fetal programming [2] [3] [4] . This hypothesis states that if a fetus faces inadequate nutrition in intrauterine life, the body is programmed to be "thrifty" as an adaptation. There are two possible components of this adaptation. One relates to an immediate gain in terms of survival during fetal and early infant life. The other is a predictive adaptive response in anticipation of starvation in later life [5] . This distinction is important in understanding the evolution of fetal programming.
Both the concepts of thrifty gene and thrifty phenotype by fetal programming have recently faced serious criticism on several grounds [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The main objections of the critics are as follows. Journal of Obesity (1) The original suggestion of Neel [1] was that in individuals prone to obesity and type 2 diabetes (T2D), a "quick insulin trigger" ensures rapid glucose uptake which is then converted into fat. In the early 1960s, it was well known that the levels of insulin are higher in prediabetics, and Neel's original proposal looked sound. However, insulin resistance was discovered soon, and it became clear that the "quick insulin trigger" is unlikely to work as believed by Neel [1] . Fat cell-specific insulin receptor knockouts fail to accumulate fat [12] , raising the possibility that insulin resistance actually arrests lipogenesis. It is therefore not logical to call the diabetes-prone genotypes as "thrifty."
(2) If thriftiness is due to lower metabolic rate conserving more energy which gets stored in fat tissue, a lower metabolic rate should be observed in people having a predisposition to obesity. Consistent correlations between birth weight and metabolic rate are not found in empirical data to demonstrate the supposed thriftiness of low birth weight individuals [13, 14] . Studies using doubly labeled water have not consistently found lower metabolic rates in people with sedentary lifestyle in the modern urban societies [15, 16] .
(3) Impaired fat oxidation rather than lower metabolic rate appears to be the main contributor to obesity of developmentally stunted individuals [17, 18] . If inability to reutilize stored fat is the major cause of obesity, the stored fat is unlikely to help under "famine" conditions, and this is a major blow to the thriftiness hypotheses. The doubly labeled water studies also suggest that obesity is more a product of hyperphagia than metabolic thriftiness [15, 16] . The known genetic mechanisms of obesity also work by interfering with appetite control rather than through metabolic thriftiness [19] .
(4) Evidence that obese people have a significantly better chance of surviving famines is debatable [8] . Therefore, it is doubtful whether obesity actually offered sufficient advantage during famines to get selected in spite of the fact that obesity is associated with reduced fecundity [20] .
(5) Obesity and insulin resistance is associated with a number of changes in the different body systems and their functions as diverse as ovulation, spermatogenesis, innate immunity, wound healing, memory, and cognitive brain functions [10] . The thriftiness hypotheses focus on energy homeostasis alone and offer no explanation as to why these diverse changes are associated with it.
Realizing the limitations, inadequacies, and flaws of the thrifty gene and fetal programming hypotheses, a number of alternatives have been suggested.
(a) As alternatives to the thrifty gene hypothesis, (i) Speakman [8] postulated genetic drift rather than selection for obesity-related genes. An upper limit on obesity was set in hunter-gatherer life which was effectively lifted when humans became free of predation. Subsequently, the obesityrelated genes started spreading by genetic drift. (ii) Corbett et al. [21] argued that today's obese, diabetic, and PCOSprone genotype was the ancestral one that had better fertility in famine conditions. In the modern era of food security since 1800 AD, an insulin-sensitive genotype that has better fertility under conditions of food abundance started spreading. (iii) Moalem et al. [22] hypothesized that high plasma glucose lowers the freezing point of blood which prevents formation of ice crystals in cells through supercooling, and this has been suggested as an adaptation to the ice age.
(b) Alternative explanations for fetal programming have also been offered. (i) Hattersley and Tooke [23] argued that the association between low birth weight and insulin resistance arises out of a reverse causation, that is, babies with insulin resistance genotype are more likely to survive fetal undernourishment. (ii) Wells [11, 24] argued that there is maternal advantage in fetal programming in the form of optimizing maternal inputs per fetus or bet hedging, that is, distribution of risk among offspring.
(c) There are hypotheses that account for genetic as well as intrauterine effects. (i) Watve and Yajnik [10] argued that insulin resistance is a socioecological adaptation that mediates two phenotypic transitions, namely, (i) transition in reproductive strategy from "r" (large number of offspring with little investment in each) to "K" (smaller number of offspring with more investment in each) and (ii) transition from "soldier to diplomat," that is, from a physically aggressive behavior to a socially manipulative one. According to this hypothesis, insulin resistance changes the differential budget allocation to tissues. Since all tissues are not dependent on insulin for nutrient uptake, when insulin resistance develops, the uptake of insulin-dependent tissues reduces, and more nutrients become available for insulin independent tissues. Muscles are insulin dependent, and brain is insulin independent, and, therefore, insulin resistance results in disinvestment from muscles and increased investment in brain. Insulin resistance is likely to have evolved as a switch in reproductive and sustenance strategies rather than an adaptation to feast and famine. (ii) Extending this logic further, Rashidi et al. [25] explained why pancreatic beta cells and those of females in particular are more susceptible to oxidative damage. Under stress conditions, the release of stress hormones produces insulin resistance and, owing to reactive oxygen species (ROS) preventing beta cells from secreting insulin at the level required to maintain homeostasis, diverts glucose to insulin-independent tissues, such as the brain and the fetus. They suggest that pancreatic beta cells lost part of their antioxidant defense in association with brain evolution, and lost even more in females when placental mammals evolved.
The emergence of alternative hypotheses having different implications for the genetics of obesity has made it even more critical that the traditional hypothesis is examined analytically. The concept of thriftiness has been mostly discussed descriptively and qualitatively and almost never subject to quantitative methods commonly used by evolutionary geneticists to test or support any argument. We use a simple mathematical model here to examine the conditions under which thrifty gene or fetal programming is likely to gain a selective advantage and evaluate how likely it is for human ancestors to have evolved constitutive or programmable thriftiness. There are no empirical estimates of the actual fitness contributions of the hypothetical genes or phenotypes, and, therefore, a quantitatively predictive model cannot be attempted at this stage. The limited objective of our model is to conceptually examine whether a thrifty gene or thrifty programming can evolve in principle, whether stable polymorphism in this character is possible, if yes, what are the necessary conditions for its evolutionary stability, and whether the thriftiness hypotheses adequately explain the current obesity epidemic.
The Model
To model the possible evolution of thriftiness, we consider 3 hypothetical genotypes, namely, a nonthrifty wild type having no mechanism for thriftiness (n), a thrifty genotype (tg) which is genetically programmed for thriftiness and a genotype with a capacity for fetal programming for thriftiness (tp). Taking a year as a natural time unit of seasonality, we assume a simple dichotomy of years with adequate food supply (feast) and those with inadequate food supply (famine). Famines are assumed to occur randomly with a probability pf.
Fitness of an individual with nonthrifty genotype in feast conditions (nf1) is assumed to be greater than that of individual with thrifty genotype (tf1) because there is cost associated with thriftiness. When there is a feast, nonthrifty individuals will do better as they do not pay the cost for being thrifty (nf1 > tf1). The cost of thriftiness is justifiable based on the reproductive effects of obesity. We assume that thrifty individuals are fast to become obese in feast conditions, and there are multiple mechanisms by which obesity causes reduction in fecundity. On the one hand, obesity and insulin resistance are associated with ovulation disorders and are major risk factors for polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) [26] . On the other, reduced fecundity is also seen in obese women with regular cycles [20, 27] . Moreover, obesity also affects spermatogenesis in men [29] , and the effects of obesity on male and female fertility become additive if a couple is obese [30] .
Fitness of an individual with nonthrifty genotype in famine conditions (nf0) is assumed to be less than that of individuals with thrifty genotype (tf0) (nf0 < tf0).
The lifetime fitness of an individual is given as follows. For individuals with nonthrifty genotype,
For individuals with thrifty genotype,
For individuals with thrifty phenotype or the capacity for irreversible fetal programming, assuming no correlation between birth and lifetime conditions, the total fitness is calculated as the sum of all years, with the assumption that in the birth year, the phenotype is best suited for given conditions. For the rest of the lifetime (S), the fitness fluctuates according to randomly fluctuating environmental conditions. Therefore,
The first term in (3) denotes fitness contribution of birth year, and the second term sums the fitness contribution of the rest of the lifespan.
Solution:
Considering the nonthrifty and thrifty genotypes alone, it can be seen that, at large pf, thrifty gene has an advantage over nonthrifty gene, and, at small pf, nonthrifty gene cannot be invaded by the thrifty one. The transition is at Ln = Ltg and this happens when
It is important to note that the areas of advantage are decided not by the absolute fitness values but only by the ratios of the differences in fitness in feast and famine conditions. Equation (4) implies that the evolution of thrifty gene needs a high frequency of famine. Famines with significant mortality occur with a frequency of once in 100-150 years [8] . If surviving famines is the major selective force for thrifty gene, with Pf = 0.01, the advantage of thrifty over nonthrifty phenotype in famine conditions should be more than 100-times the relative loss suffered by thrifty gene in feast conditions. If the obesity-induced reduction in fecundity is sizable, the advantage of thriftiness in famines should be exceedingly large for thrifty genes to evolve. Such a large advantage should be highly evident and easily measurable, but obese people have not been shown to survive famines significantly better than lean individuals [8] .
Considering competition between nonthrifty and fetal programming genotypes, it can be seen that at higher pf and lower S, Ltp > Ln. The transition line resides at Ln = Ltp.
For a given pf, this condition is met at
Figure 1(a) shows the transition line demarcating the areas of selective advantage of Ln and Ltp when only these two genotypes compete. At very high pf, however, an alltime thrifty genotype might have an advantage over fetal programming. Therefore, we need to examine the areas of advantage of Ltp and Ltg. Taking a similar approach as above, Ltg = Ltp when
A graph of pf versus S (Figure 1(b) ) shows that, at greater probability of famine and greater longevity, thrifty gene(s) can evolve. The two results together ( Figure 2 ) imply that at low probabilities of famine, a nonthrifty gene has a net advantage, and at high pf, thrifty gene would evolve leaving a very narrow area of advantage for fetal programming. The area is narrower for long-lived species whereas for short-lived ones, the birth year advantage is large enough as compared to lifetime, and, therefore, fetal programming has a much larger width of advantage. The results so far are based on the assumption that seasonal or annual climatic variations are random with little or no predictability. We now consider the effects of such predictability. If there exists a correlation r between uterine conditions and lifetime conditions, then it follows that the lifetime probability of famine would be higher if birth was in a famine year. We can, therefore, write the expected probability of facing a famine if the birth year was a famine year as
The probability of facing a famine if the birth year was a feast year as
accordingly,
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Similarly, the transition between areas of advantage of thrifty and fetal programming is obtained at Ltg = Ltp. This condition is satisfied when
(11) Figure 3 shows that as the birth-time and lifetime correlation increases, the area of advantage of fetal programmer widens. However, in long-lived species, since the advantage to fetal programmer in the absence of correlation is very small, even a small negative correlation drives the fetal programmer to extinction (Figure 3(c) ). It is most important for the evolution of fetal programming that a positive correlation between birth-time and lifetime conditions exists. The correlation need not be very high. It can be seen that at r = 0.3, fetal programmer has an advantage over a wide range of pf.
Climatic fluctuations from year to year are a complex phenomenon, and since prediction of important climatic features, such as rainfall, has important implications, there have been serious attempts to detect temporal patterns. However, temporal patterns are of little help in weather prediction since there are no consistent time lapse correlations in rainfall or other parameters. Since India has the largest population of diabetics and monsoon is the most important determinant of food availability in this region, it would be enlightening to see the patterns in the Indian monsoon. Based on the public-domain data on Indian monsoon by the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (ftp://www.tropmet.res.in/pub/data/rain/iitm-subdivrf.txt), we investigated whether birth year and subsequent year's rainfall has any positive correlation in the short or long run for any of the 30 monsoon subdivisions in India. Table 1 shows that rainfall in a given year is not correlated with that of the subsequent year, subsequent 10 years, or 40 years cumulative. Over the 30 monsoon subdivisions, only 6 are statistically significant using individual α level of 0.05, out of which 4 are negative, contrary to the expectation. Using Bonferroni correction for significance level, applicable when a large number of tests are being done together, none of the correlations remain significant. As there is no detectable positive correlation between birth year and lifetime rainfall conditions, similarly no such correlational patterns in any other climatic variables are reported, fetal programming is unlikely to have evolved in anticipation of drought or famine.
Discussion
The model suggests that a thrifty gene or a set of genes can evolve only if the frequency of famines is very high and under such conditions the thrifty allele(s) would not exist in a stable polymorphic state. Selection for the ability to program the fetus is likely in a very narrow range of frequency of famines, and at lower or higher frequency of famines, fetal programming would not evolve. The parameter space for the evolution of fetal programming becomes very narrow and highly specific for long-lived species owing to which evolution of fetal programming for thriftiness is highly unlikely.
The model results need to be interpreted carefully in the context of ancestral human ecology. One of the key questions is when in human history could selection for thriftiness, if any, have operated. We will examine three possible scenarios below.
(a) Selection during hunting-gathering stage: paleoarcheological data suggests that chronic starvation was uncommon during hunter-gatherer stage [31] . Today's hunter-gatherer societies do not seem to suffer starvation more frequently or more intensively than agricultural societies [9] . Therefore, the assumption that hunter-gatherer societies suffered frequent starvation is not well supported, but even if we assume hunter-gatherer societies to be prone to feast and famine selection, a number of other questions remain unanswered. Since hominids were hunter-gatherers for the most part of human evolutionary history, selection would have been prolonged, and we would expect alleles to have reached equilibrium frequencies. The model implies that selection cannot result in stable polymorphism of thrifty alleles. In the modern human society, there is considerable variation in the tendency to become obese or diabetic. Therefore, polymorphism with respect to genes predisposing to obesity and type 2 diabetes presumably exists. If there is no negative frequency dependence or heterozygote advantage, natural selection will be directional, resulting into the fixation of the advantageous genotype. In that case at no value of pf, the thrifty and nonthrifty genes can coexist stably. Theoretically, if a heterozygote of thrifty and nonthrifty alleles gets a dual advantage by expressing the right allele in the right environment, the two alleles can coexist, and the population at any given time will consist of thrifty, nonthrifty, and all time fit individuals. However, there is no empirical evidence of heterozygote advantage so far. Stable polymorphism is also possible if there is negative frequencydependent selection. However, if fitness is decided by climatic conditions as assumed by the popular version of thrifty gene hypothesis, frequency dependence is unlikely. Therefore, selection during hunter-gatherer stage does not explain the prevalent polymorphism in predisposition to obesity. (b) Selection after the beginning of agriculture: chronic starvation due to famines became more serious and common with the beginning of agriculture [7, 8] . Signs of chronic starvation on teeth, such as linear enamel hypoplasia, are more common in early agricultural societies than in huntergatherer societies [32] . This is owing to the fact that crops are highly seasonal in nature, and the failure of a single crop leads to long-term food scarcity. Such long-term food shortages are much less probable in hunter-gatherer life, particularly in biodiversity rich areas. Therefore, if selection for thriftiness started acting after the beginning of agriculture, there could be transient polymorphism. A testable prediction of the hypothesis would then be that ethnic groups that took to agriculture earlier should show higher tendencies to become obese and diabetic. This has not been rigorously tested with quantitative data. However, ethnic groups, such as the Australian aborigines, remained hunter gatherers until recently, and the recently urbanized individuals of this community developed a high prevalence of diabetes and hypertension [33] . It is difficult to argue, therefore, that thrifty genes evolved after the advent of agriculture.
(c) Selection in modern times: intensive agricultural and industrial societies are modern phenomena not more than a few hundred years old, and it is highly unlikely that this period could have brought about an evolutionary change. It can be seen from all the three possible scenarios that natural selection for the hypothetical thrifty gene(s) is unable to explain the polymorphism observed today.
Since different geographic regions of the world differ in the climatic conditions, seasonality, and food availability, ethnic groups evolved in different areas should show differential predisposition to obesity and related disorders. People evolved in arid or drought-prone areas could have 8 Journal of Obesity suffered more frequent famines and, therefore, should have a greater tendency to develop obesity. Also, ethnic groups from harsh winter environments were unable to hunt, fish, or farm during the colder months and, thus, historically could have faced regular feast and famine conditions. Therefore, we may expect higher diabetic tendencies in them. Although substantial cross-ethnic differences are observed, the trends are not as expected by the thriftiness hypotheses. People from Caucasoid, Eskimo, and some of the Himalayan ethnic groups that have faced harsh winter environments have a considerably lower frequency of obesity and/or T2D [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] whereas almost all ethnic groups of warmer habitats have a high frequency on adopting a Western urban lifestyle [33, 39] , contrary to the expectation.
The thrifty phenotype or fetal programming hypothesis suffers from a different set of problems. Fetal programming can offer two types of potential advantages. Short-term survival advantages in fetal and early infant life and longterm predictive adaptive responses. Our model incorporates both of the advantages separately. If the advantage is of a short duration, it is difficult to explain why a lifetime commitment to a particular metabolic state could have evolved. A number of developmental genes have age-specific expressions, and, therefore, any rigid lifelong programming for short-term advantage is a difficult proposition. If climatic fluctuations were the main selective force, it should evolve metabolic flexibility rather than lifelong rigid programming. Metabolic programming of a lifelong duration based on intrauterine conditions is unlikely to offer a fitness advantage except in two sets of conditions. As the model suggests, if a species has a very short life span, fetal programming for adapting to the birth year conditions can be beneficial, since the birth year itself is a substantial part of the total life span. Assuming one year to be the natural unit of seasonal cycles, species with a life span of less than 3-5 years can be expected to evolve lifelong fetal programming for thriftiness even though the adaptive advantage is of a short duration. For long-lived species, fetal programming is unlikely to evolve unless there is a significant positive correlation between birth conditions and lifelong conditions. Since such correlations are not seen in climatological data, there are problems in explaining evolution of lifelong thrifty programming.
Since the thriftiness hypotheses are inadequate or weak on several grounds, there is a need to rethink the paradigm and consider alternative hypotheses seriously. A detailed comparative analysis of all the alternative hypotheses is beyond the scope of this paper. Most of them are new, and all their implications have not yet come forward. We will only briefly evaluate the alternative hypotheses below to see whether they offer better explanations where the thriftiness hypotheses are weaker.
(1) Polymorphism: polymorphism in the predisposition to obesity can be potentially explained in three different ways. It is possible that the allelic composition in the population is close to equilibrium, and there is stable polymorphism. Out of all alternative hypotheses, only the Watve-Yajnik hypothesis is able to predict stable polymorphism since there is negative frequency-dependent selection in a Hawk and Dove like game [42] . An alternative view is that the human population today is not at a stable equilibrium proportion of alleles but is undergoing drift [8] or selection [21] . These alternative hypotheses try to explain polymorphism as a transient state. Speakman [7] also tries to quantify the drift dynamics; however, his calculation is based on the assumption that human ancestors became free from predators about 1.8 million years ago, and this estimate is debatable [41] . Moreover, if the drift is an ongoing process, it would take a different direction in different populations and the cross-ethnic differences are expected to be random. Instead, we see that almost all tropical ethnic groups have high tendency to develop obesity and T2D on urbanization, and such a generalizable pattern is not expected by the drift hypothesis. Also, as we know now, a large number of genes are associated with obesity, and if drift has to operate independently on all the genes, it is highly unlikely that it will result in a directional change.
Moalem et al. [22] presumed that selective pressures changed substantially by 1800 AD. It has not been critically questioned whether only about 200 years of selection is sufficient to generate the current levels of polymorphism. Any data to test the dynamics of both the hypotheses using a predictive model are currently absent.
The third possible explanation to the apparent polymorphism is that there is no real genetic polymorphism, but individuals are programmed differently depending upon environmental conditions faced in early life. Apart from the thrifty phenotype hypothesis, only the Watve and Yajnik [10] hypothesis accounts for lifetime programming in a way discussed below.
The cold adaptation hypothesis of Hattersley and Tooke [23] does not explain polymorphism at any of the above levels. If high blood glucose is adaptive in cold environments, then ethnic groups who evolved in cold climates should undergo directional selection leading to fixation. Polymorphism in that case can only arise by cross-breeding between ethnic groups coming from warmer and colder environments.
(2) Low birth weight effects: there is globally consistent and strong evidence that a small birth weight is associated with altered metabolic and endocrine states in adult life [3, 41, 42] . Different interpretations of the birth weight effects [23] have been offered, and the birth weight association itself cannot be considered a convincing evidence of fetal programming. However, rat experiments with maternal nutrient deficiencies have also given strong evidence in support of fetal programming [43] . Therefore, some fetal programming can be safely inferred. It can nevertheless be debated whether the programming is for thriftiness or for any other adaptation. Speakman's [7, 8] drifty gene hypothesis, Corbett et al. [21] hypothesis of reverse selection in modern times, and Moalem et al.'s [22] cold adaptation hypotheses are unable to explain the birth weight effect. Wells [44] and Watve and Yajnik [10] have different interpretations of the effect of maternal nutrient limitation, but both of them adequately account for birth weight effects. Wells' hypothesis [44] of maternal advantage does not have a predictive Journal of Obesity 9 adaptation element and, therefore, does not explain lifetime rigidity in the programming. Watve and Yajnik [10] argue that fetal undernourishment affects muscle mass more than brain mass and, therefore, a brain-dependent "diplomat" lifestyle marked by insulin resistance is adaptive for low birth weight individuals. Since muscle cells do not replicate in adult life, this early developmental limitation persists throughout life, and, thus, lifetime programming could evolve. At the same time, low birth weight is not a necessary prerequisite for the Watve and Yajnik hypothesis to work. Any hypothesis exclusively based on fetal programming suffers from another problem in that although low birth weight individuals have a greater probability of developing obesity and T2D, a large proportion of adult type 2 diabetics are not born with low weights. Therefore, any hypothesis exclusively dependent upon fetal conditions are inherently inadequate.
(3) Birth time versus lifetime correlation: the model predicts that for lifetime fetal programming to evolve, a positive correlation between intrauterine and lifetime conditions is necessary. Although climatic variations are unlikely to cause such correlations, there can be other causes of food deprivation apart from climatic factors. A high population density can lead to increased competition, resulting into undernourishment. Although population density may oscillate, the oscillations typically span over several generations so that an individual born at a high population density is expected to see high population density through most of his life. Therefore, periodic food scarcity caused by population oscillations can result into positive correlations between birth year and lifetime nutritional conditions. In social species, the social hierarchy might also be related to differential access to food. An individual born smaller and weaker is more likely to face social subordination, and, therefore, an anticipatory fetal programming would be adaptive. These social causes can produce positive birthlifetime correlations, and they are more likely candidates to select for fetal programming of lifelong duration. There exist a broad range of metabolic, endocrinological, behavioral, and cognitive adaptations that accompany social hierarchical positions. Therefore, if fetal programming is in response to social hierarchies, we expect that it need not be restricted to diet and energy homeostasis, but it affects a large number of systems of the body along with brain and behavior. This indeed, is the case, and type 2 diabetes involves almost all systems of the body [10, 45] . Social subordination is an important predisposing factor for type 2 diabetes [46] , and the link between the two is elaborately explained by Belsare et al. [40] .
We suggest that on exposure to intrauterine malnourishment, there is fetal programming in anticipation of physical weakness and social subordination or anticipation of high population density rather than anticipation of famine. In primate societies, it is known that social ranks of juveniles and subadults are influenced by the ranks of their mothers [47, 48] . If social rank influences preferential access to food resources, it is sufficient to produce the positive correlation between fetal and lifetime nutritional conditions needed for the evolution of fetal programming. It appears logical, therefore, that fetal programming could have evolved in anticipation of population-and social hierarchy-related factors than anticipation of famines or other climate-related factors.
(4) Multiple effects: obesity and T2D are not only about energy homeostasis but also about changes in innate immunity, sexual and reproductive function, vascular development and function, skin architecture, wound healing and tissue regeneration, memory, cognitive functions, behavior and mechanisms of decision making, social relations, and social signaling. Therefore, any hypothesis about the origins of obesity needs to account for all the network of changes adequately. Most hypotheses are too glucolipo-centric and, therefore, fall short of this criterion. The only possible exception is the Watve-Yajnik hypothesis which has an inherent expectation that a number of systems of the body would be simultaneously involved [10, 40] .
Implications for genetics of obesity: a large body of research has now focused on the genetics of obesity. An increasing number of loci and mutants associated with obesity are being identified. However, there are certain internal paradoxes associated with these data. Studies prior to the genomic era that were based on familial, twin-pair, and adoption studies typically predicted a large heritable component in obesity (reviewed by [49] ). The genome-wide association studies, on the other hand, have identified a large number of associations, but together they explain a very small fraction of variance in obesity parameters [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , leaving a large gap between the pregenomic and emerging genomic picture. We are yet to understand the reasons for this discrepancy, but a most likely implication goes against all hypotheses that assume a gene or a set of genes for obesity. These hypotheses include Neel's thrifty gene, Speakman's drifty gene, Corbett et al.'s reverse selection, and Moalem et al.'s cold adaptation. On the other hand, fetal programming has a promise for filling the gap between the familial studies and genome-wide association studies. The programming is likely to involve epigenetic mechanisms as well. Three of the above hypotheses involve fetal programming, namely, the classical thrifty phenotype hypothesis, maternal adaptation hypothesis by Wells [44] , and behavioural switch hypothesis by Watve and Yajnik [10] . Since our model has indicated the inadequacies of the thrifty phenotype hypothesis, the other two need to be considered more seriously. We suggest, here, that more than one type of metabolic programming may be involved in obesity, and they may be induced in various stages of life. There are strong data for fetal programming, but behavioral programming is also likely to affect metabolism, since associations between neuroendocrine mechanisms of behavior and metabolic states are known [40] .
The classical thriftiness family of hypotheses would expect genes associated with metabolic rates to be the obesity genes. The behavioural origins hypothesis, on the other hand, expects genes involved in sexual function, cognitive abilities, immunity, regulation of aggression, and other behavioral traits to be associated with obesity and related disorders. It would be useful to interpret the emerging data on genome-wide associations and, perhaps, near future studies on epigenetics of obesity in the light of the more promising hypotheses from the above.
We have shown with a simple theoretical model that the classical concepts of thrifty gene as well as fetal programming for thriftiness face a number of problems and are inadequate to account for the observable trends in the modern epidemic of obesity and related disorders. A number of alternative hypotheses have been suggested recently. It might be too early to discard any of the hypotheses right away, but a comparative analysis shows the strengths and weaknesses of each of them. Since search for obesity-associated genes has so far given limited success in terms of explaining population variance in obesity parameters, the hypotheses involving phenotypic programming look more promising. In understanding obesity and related disorders, the need for a combined genomic-phenomic approach is increasingly being felt [55, 56] , and such an integration can be best achieved on the platform of an evolutionary insight into the phenomenon. Greater efforts are, therefore, needed to understand the evolutionary background of obesity and related pathophysiological conditions.
